WHAT IS Q-LINK®?
Q-Link® is the most advanced personal energy system in the world and
is designed to clarify, support and enhance your personal and natural
energy systems or bio fields.

WHY DO YOU NEED Q-LINK® AND HOW DOES IT WORK?
Research has shown the state of your bio field or life force remains
central to your health and wellness. If your bio field is strong and
fluent you feel vibrant and alive. While a weak or blocked bio field
makes you feel fatigued and dull. Q-Link®
products help recharge and balance your
personal bio fields. The subtle energy which
your body naturally emits is enhanced and
clarified
through
Q-Link®
Sympathetic
Resonance Technology™ (SRT3).
A crystalline disc, which is
hermetically sealed, and surrounded by a copper inductor acts naturally
to amplify your energy. Think of Q-Link® like your personal tuning
fork working to strengthen and clarify your bio field and help fight off
all the negative and outside stressors that affect your energy.

WHERE WILL YOU SEE Q-LINK®?
The success of Q-Link® has developed very organically. In recent
years, the product has made its way to chiropractors’ offices, mind-
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body clinics, professional golf tournaments, athletes, and even on rock
music tours. Q-Link® has been spotted on celebrities, yoga teachers,
rock stars, massage therapists, business owners, athletes, moms, and
urban trendsetters.

HOW DO YOU USE THE
PRODUCT AND WHAT CAN
YOU EXPECT?
It’s simple; just wear the Q-Link® pendant
around your neck, positioned at the center of
your chest, inside or outside your clothing.
There are no batteries or parts to wear out. It can be worn all the time;
from work-out to shower. The changes you will feel range from subtle
to dramatic. Most Q-Link® wearers notice effects increasing up to 30
days, at which point 80% report positive benefits. The most common
reports are described as feeling more energy, increased mental clarity,
less stress, and a greater zest for life.
I can’t wait for you to try Q-Link®. I have been wearing mine for years!
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